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Some fires can't be contained.Some fires can't be contained.

America is on the brink of collapse. The Council has revealed itself to be the driving force behind the bio-weapon

that has unleashed The Pandemic upon the world once again. 

There's only one problem—The Council is now public enemy number one. Cooper Braaten and his SEALs are tasked

with delivering the international cabal to justice for the chaos and death unleashed when they created the

weaponized-virus. It's mutated into a monster more lethal than anyone could have guessed, but a cure is within reach

—if the Council can be stopped in time.

After a devastating attack on the U.S. Government's ultra-secure command center, Chad Huntley—The Source—is

desperate for the freedom of anonymity. As the most wanted man alive, he's trapped deep underground, his life

ruled once again by scientists. His only hope of escape and true freedom lies with an enigmatic double-agent named

13. But which side is she on?

FirestormFirestorm is the explosive conclusion to the opening trilogy of the post-apocalyptic Wildfire Saga.Wildfire Saga.
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